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MATHEMATISCHES FORSCHUNGSINSTITUT OBERWOLFACH

T a" gun g s b e reh t 11/1991

Partielle Differentialgleichungen

3.3. bis 9.3.1991

Tagungsleiter: Jochen Brüning, Lars Hörmander, Wolf von Wahl

Das ursprüngliche Konzept der Tagung sah vor, ein Informationsforum für die
deutschen Arbeitsgruppen auf dem Gebiet- der partiellen Differentialgleicl;1ungen zu
schaffen und gleichzeitig jüngeren Mathematikern die Gelegenheit zu geben, sich durch
Vorträge zu 'profilieren. Dementsprechend sollten an den Vormittagen überwiegend
einstündige Ubersichtsvorträge st~ttfinden, die thematisch in vie~ oder fünf Gruppen
gegliedert sein sollten. Die ursprüngliche Planung sah die folgenden Gebiete vor:

1. Semiklassische Asymptotik, insb~sondereQuantenchaos;

2. Methoden der gewöhnlichen Diff~rentialgleichungen,die für die Partiellen Differen
tialgleichungen von Bedeutung sind (Limesmengen, Methoden der symplektischen
GeOmetri~);

3. Freie Randwertprobleme (Kristallwachstum);

4. Stabilitä.t der Materie (als spektraltheoretisches Problem);

5. Mathematische Ergebnisse in der Theorie der flüssigen Kristalle.

Aufgrund teilweise sehr kurzfristiger Absagen brach diese Programmkonstruktion
bis auf den Punkt 2 (Hofer, Vishik) zusammen. Nichtsdestoweniger ermöglichten die"
zahlreichen Zusagen von renommierten Fachkollegen ein abwechslungsreiches und an
regendes Programm auch für die Vormittage. In den Nachmittagsvorträgen kamen, der
ursprünglichen Planung entsprechend, in der Mehrzahl jüngere Mathematiker zu Wort;
die große Zahl von Zusagen machte es allerdings notwendig, die Zahl der Vorträge hoch
anzusetzen. Trotzdem waren die meisten Teilnehmer sich darin einig, daß sie auf dieser
Tagung wichtige Informationen und Anregungen erhalten haben. Man sollte trotz
dem das ursprüngliche Konzept bei einer späteren Gelegenheit - selbstverständlich der
aktuellen Entwicklung angepaßt - zu verwirklichen versuchen.
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Vortrags aus züge

Rotational stationary solutions of inviscid incompressible fluid ftow

Hans-Dieter Alber (Darmstadt)

In the talk steady flow of an inviscid, incompressible medium through a bounqed
domain n c 1R.3 is discussed. This flow is governed by the equations e\

(1)

(2)

(3)

(V.V)v+VP=O}
inn

divv = 0

n·v =1 on an, J f(x)dS(x) =0.
an

x E an_(f) ,

It is weil known that an irrotational solution (vo, Po) of this problem exists, but it
is much less obvious whether solutions with nonvanishing vorticity exist. The following
tesult ist presented: If Vo (x) ;f; 0 for all x E n and if some other technical assumptions
are satisfied, then there exists a neighbourhood of (va, Po) and a ftow (v; p) in this

neighbourhood 'with nonvanishing vorticity, which satisfies (1)-(3) and the additional
boundary conditions .

(4) n(x)· curl v(x) = hex) + (n(x) . curl vo(x» }
(5) ~lv(x)12 + p(x) = 9(x) + (~lvo(x)12 + Po(x» ,

where an-Cf) = {x E anl/(x) < O} is the part of the boundary through which liquid is
enter:ing the domain. g~ h must be sufiiciently small. ESselltially, (4) and (5) prescribe
the vorticity of the flow on an-Cf).

Highly degenerate parabolic systems .•

Herbert Amann (Zürich) .

We discuss the well-posedness of a system of differential equations describing dif
fusion processes in polymers. This system is of a rather unusual type in the sense that
it can be considered tO.be a uniformly degenerate parabolic equation coupled with an
ordinary differential equation. It ia shown that it can be considered to be a concrete
realization of an abstract parabolic evolution equation. However, it does not eXhibit
any regularizing effect whi~h makes it difficult ·ta apply "elassical" techniques of partial
differential equations. .
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Astability result for the Vlasov-Poisson system

Jürgen Batt (München)

It ia proven that in a neutral two-component plasma with space homogeneous
positively charged background, which ia govemed by the Vlasov-Poisson system and
for which Poisson's equation is considered on, a cube in-1R3 with periodic boundary
conditions, the space homogeneous stationary solutions g with energy gradient ~ :5 0
and compact support are (nonlinearly) stable in tbe LI-Norm with respect to weak
solutions of the initial value problem. (joint work with G. Rein, München; to appear
in: Annali di Mathematica Pura ed Applicata).

Nonlioear microlocaJ analysis and 2d fluid mechanies

Jean- Yve3 Chemin (Palai8eau)

In this talk, we study the regularity for large time of a solution of the following
well-known imcompressible Euler system in two space dimension.

O'V + v · Vv = - Vp
(E) divv = 0

Vlt=o = Vo

where p is the preasure and v.Vv =Ei ViOi.
The key quantity in this problem is the vorticity w = 01 v2 - 8rJv1 • The basic fact

in the two space dimension case is that {JtW + v . \7w = O.
In this talk, we want to study the vortex patches problem, which is the following:

let us suppose that the initial data has a. vorticity which is the characteristic function of
a regular bounded domain. It is well-known that there is a global solution of (E) which
is in the space LOO {IR, C~(1R2)) where C~(1R2) is Zygmund's class of bounded functions
such that lu{x+y)+u(x-y)-2u{x)1 :5 Clyl. Then, the vorticity remains, for al1 time,

the characteristic function of a bounded domain. With Green's formula, it is easy to
see that this problem is equivalent to solve the following equation

(B) Otx(t,s) = 2
1
,.. ~O,2ft'] Loglx(t,s) - x(t,O')IO«7 x(t,O')dO'..

The two questions are:
- does the boundB.tY of the domain remain regular for small time?
- if yes, what happens for big time?

Some years ago, A. Majda announced a proof for a positive answer to the first"
question and, according to same numerical evidences, conjectured that the answer to
the second question was no. Moreover, S. Alinhac proved some instability results for
an approximation of equation (B).

"In this talk, we are going to explain how Nonlinear Microlocal·Analysis allows to
provethat equation (B) has a global solution which is x E COO(IR, cc+t-O(SI ,1R2 )) n
L~c(lR, Ck+t(Sl ,1R2 )) if the boundary of the domain is Ck+E at time o. The key point
ia the use of the non smooth striated structure related to the boundary of the domain
for a global control of the Lipschitz norm of the vector field solution of (E). In fact, the
actually proved theorem ia much more general and can be stated in term of conormal
space associated with non smooth hypersurface. From this point of view, the fact that
w is exactly 1 inside the domain and exactly 0 outside has no import~ceat all.
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: + div(v ® v) = -\l-y

divv = 0

Existence of vortex sheets for Euler's equat~ol1 in lR2

Jean-Marc Delort (Orsay)

This talk is devoted to the proof of a global existence theorem for the problem of
vortex sheets with distingcished sign on lR2 • Let Wo be-a positive (or negative) measure
with compact support on 1R2 , belonging to the Sobolev space H-l (R2) (e.g. Wo = CI;
with E smooth compact curve). Let Va be the vector t(-8Jß -lWO, 8Iß-lwo), with
Oj = 8~j ,j = 1,2. Then, there ia a coupie (v,"'Y) with v (resp. ,) locally bounded

function of time with values in L10c functions from 1R2 to 1R2 (resp. S'(1R2» satisfying
Euler's equation

Vlt=o = Va

where v ® v = (ViVj)1~i,j~2 and div(v ® v) means the divergence of every line of the
matrix v (8) v.

•
The Stokes system in exterior domains: A negative result on Co. regularity

Paul Deuring (DaTf1l8tadt)

Let n be a bounded domain in!R3 , with smooth boundary. Let er E (0,1). Set

(C:)3 := {f E C°{lR3
\ 0)3 : If1R8\Bn Jar - .... 0 (n -+ oo)},

where Bn denotes a ba.ll in !R3 , of radius n and centre O. Set

(c~,ar)3 := {u E C2(R3 \ 0)3 : DGu E (C:)3fora E lN~withal + a2 + a3 :5 2},

Car := {g e C 1(1R3
\ 0) : \79 e (C:)3}.

Then consider the Stokes-system in the exterior domain IR3 \ n, under Dirichlet •
boundary conditions:

(1) -~u ~ AU + \711" = f,divu = 0 inlR3
\ n,UI811 = O.

Aasume A e C\] - 00,0], f e (0:)3. In this situation, it is natural to look for a
solution (u, 1r) with u E (C;,0)3, 1r E car. If such a solution exists, then u ia uniquely
determined, and 11" ia unique up to an additive constant. However, CO-regularity and
exiatence do not hold. In fact, even if n is a ball, there ia DO constant K- > 0 such
that )ulo ~ )- ßu + Au + V1r!o for 11' E OO,U E (C:,0)3 with divu = 0,u180 = O.
Furthermore, there exists some f E (C:)3 such that problem (1) cannot be solved.

Our methods are based on the method of integral equations.

J
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Maximum principles and non-existence results for minimal submanifolds

Ulrich Dierkes (Saarbrocken)

In this talk we discuss generalizatioDS of necessary conditions for the general
Plateau problem to arbitrary dimensions and arbitrary genus. This generalizes re
sults of Nitsche, Nitsche-Leavitt, Hildebrandt and Ossermann-Shiffer. We also give
an application to the so called neck-pinching in mean curvature flow problems. These
results are contained in [01], [D2].

Theorem 1 Let M C R,n+k be an n-dimensional minimal submanifold of dass
C2. Tben tbe function t(X1,· .. ,Xn+k) = x~ + .. ·+ x; - (n;k) [X;+1 + ·.. + X;+k] is a
subbannonic function on M, i. e. ßMt ~ 0 wbere ßM denotes the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on M.

Corollary 1 H M is a compact minimal submanifold and 8M is contained in a
solid body wbich is congruent to H~(e) := {x~+.. '+x~ :5 (n;k) [X~+l+.. '+X~+k] +e}
then we have M C H~(e).

Corollary 1 yields a considerable improvement over the convex hull property for
minimal submanifolds with several boundary components, if e. g. the codimension k =
1 and e > 0, since, in this case the set H~(e) represents asolid connected hyperboloid.

Furthermore we obtain the following nonexistence result.

·Theorem ~ Let C C lR"+l be asolid cone with vertex Po which is congruent to the
cone {x~ +.. '+x~ :s; (n-1)X~+1} =K+U{O}UK- and let C+, C- denote the disjoint
parts which correspond to K+ ,K- respectively. Then there is no connected, compact
n-dimensional minimal submanifold M C IRn+l which is of dass C2 with fJM C C such
that both fJM n C+ and 8M n C- are nonempty.

As. a consequence of this result one obtains several necessary conditions for the
existence of connected minimal submamfolds with two boundary components, see [D1].

Theorem 1 extends to submanifolds with bounded mean curvature H.

Theorem 3 Let M C lRn+1 be an n-dimensional C2-submanifold with mean cur
vature H(x) and b E [0,1]. Then tex) = x~ + ... + x~ - (n - l)bX~+l is subhannonic
on M, if

{
x~ + ··.+ x2

2 2 } 1
b + nIH(x)1 (n _ 1)2 n + b X n+1 :s; 1

noids for al1 x E M.

We remark that Theorem 2 can be improved considerably by using an enclosure
argument which ia based on the construction of certain n-dimensional catenoids. These
are obtained as revolution surfaces of the extremals of the one dimensional variational
integral J yn (1 + y/2)1dx, for details see [D1].

K. Ecker has pointed out to me that the method used in Theorem 1 also applies
to the mean curvature fiow problem

4
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(1) -Jrx(p, r) = n . H(p, r) . v

of smooth embeddings of some n-dimensional manifold M into IRn+ 1
. In particular one

may prove a "neck pinch" result if Mo = x(M, 0) has the shape of a barbell handle. We
consider here the Dirichlet problem aMT = aMo which is connected with the evolution
equation (1).

Proposition 1 Let .,\, A E IR such that 2..\ - 2 - A ~ O. Tben the function t( x, T) :=
xi + ... + x~ - (n - "\)X;+1 + Ar fu1D.l1s the inequality (ß - i;.)t ~ 0, where ~ = ßMr

denotes tbe Beltrami operator on MT = x(Af., T).

From the maximum principle we conclude

Proposition2 Let 2..\ - 2 - A ~ O. Then {or all Tl ~ 0 such that MT, T E [0, Tl] is
a differentiable manifold, one ,has tbe estimate supM r t :5 supMo t.

This implies

Theorem 5 Let ..\ < n, A > 0 satisfy 2.,\ - 2 - A ~ 0 and assume that e > 0
and Mo fulfill Mo c {xi + ... + x~ ~ (n - ..\)X;+1 ~ e}. In addition suppose that
Mo is connected, oMo c {xi + ... + x~ :5 (n - ..\)X~+l} such that both intersections
F)Mo n {X n+l > O} andaMo n {X n+l < O} are nonempty. Then the·fIow (1) develops a
singularity before TO = x. .
[DI] Dierkes, U.: Maximum principles and nonexistence results for minimal submani
folds. Mon. math. 69, 203-218 (1990).
[D2] Dierkes,' U.: Maximum principles and nonexistence results for submanifolds of
bounded mean curvature with an application to me:.dl curvature ßow. To appear in:
Vorlesungsreihe des SFB 256, Analysis Seminar 199U, Universität Bonn.

•

The stationary Navier-Stokes equations of viscous 80w past a' body

Reinhard Farwig (Paderborn)

We consider the stationary Navier-Stokes equations for a viscous, incompressible
fluid in an exterior domain of 1R3 • The velocity is assumed to approximate a constant A
nonvanishing vector at infinity. Linearizing the Navier-Stokes equations we are led •
to the Oseen equations which we study in weighted Sobo1ev spaces. The weights are
anisotropie and reflect the decay properties of Oseen's fundamental solution. The main
too1s are the theory of hydrodynamic potentials and estimates of singular and weakly
singular integral operators in anisotropie spaces. Furthermore we present a variational
approach in weighted Sobolev spaces to a related elliptic equation of second order.

Literature: R. Farwig: Das stationäre Außenraumproblem der Navier-Stokes
Gleichungen bei nichtverschvrindender Anströmgeschwindigkeit in anisotrop gewich
teten Sobolevräumen. Preprint no. 110, SFB 256, University of Bonn 1990.
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Recent results on soliton equations

Benno FucMsteiner (Paderborn)

The basics of the group theoretical analysis of soliton systems are given. Linear
operators ~(U) on the tangent bundle are said to be hereditary if for a1l Lie-derivatives
LG we have wLG(4a) = L.G(~). These operators playa. central role in so far as they
generate infinite-dimensional abelian Lie algebras. An example for such a quantity
is t = ~ + 2u + 28z u8;1 which generates the symmetry group of the KdV. If a
soliton manifold ia parametrized by asymptotic data then ~ must be diagonal with
doubly degenerate spectrum such that the eigenvectors correspond to the action-angle
variables. By phase translation in the asymptotic data representation one obtains
an ABT (auto Bäck1und transformation) which acts as x-translation on one-solitons.
Hence the global ABT can be recovered by functional equations .of ~he one-solitons.
These ABT's obviously have a free parameter, which may be used to define an invariant
nonlinear spectral problem by violation of the implicit function theorem conditioD.
The 88sociated linear spectral problem theu is the one given by the corresponding
hereditary operator. Hy analysis of the approach given above one then discovers an
ideal-theoretic characterization of the tangent bundle for multisolitons: In a suitably
constructed finitely generated Lie-module a canonical completion of ideals ia given via
the symplectic form of the system. Multisolitons then correspond to' complete prime
ideals in that module and a concrete representation ia rediscovered by the zero sets of
these prime ideals.

Microlocal defect measures and homogenization

Patriclc Gerard (Pari8)

In order to study the oscillations of the sequence (lJIE) solution of.the following
oscillating Schrödinger equation

1 2 X
(eDt + 2(eDz) + V(~)'1Je = 0

lJIjt=o = eiS(z)/eb(x)

where V E COO(Tn ), we introduce the nation of "semi-classical defect me8S~e" on
IR: x IRE by the formula

if a E Ccf(lR.n x Rn), (Ue) being a given bounded sequence of L2, Ue -- 0, and,
say, IVzuelL2 :5 ~. If ~t is the measure corresponding to ue = '11e(t), then 1'0 =
Ib(x)12 dxc5(e - dS(x), and, under some asSUIDptions of generic type on S, we can com
pute JJt for each t in terms of the eigenvalues of ~(e + D,)2 + V(y) on T; without .any
assumption on their multiplicities. (Bloch waves).

6
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The dirichlet problem for some semilinear elliptic differential equations
of arbitrary order'

Hans·Christoph Grunau {Berlin}

"For some special semilinear elliptic equations, e. g. (-A)m + g{u) = /, the
existence of a solution of the Dirichlet problem is shown, which is classical in the interior
of the domain and takes on the boundary values in a. weak sense. The nonlinearity
9 : IR ~ IR has to satisfy the sign condition tg(t) ;::: 0 and to be bounded from below, e.
g. g(t) = exp(t) - 1. Furthermore it is possible to treat nonlinearities g with growth
conditions, which ean be viewed 88 interpolation between" the above extreme case and
the standard one fg(t)1 :5 0(1 + Itl :!~::). The crucial lemma is a Ioeal maximum
principle for solutions of diff~rential inequ~ties (-A)mu :5 /, which makes use of the
positivity of Green's function for (_A)m in balls.

The essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians on some bounded singular
domains .

Rainer Hempel (München)

Neumann Laplacians on singular domains exhibit surprising and fascinating prop
erties. On one hand, there is the recent work of Davies, Simon and others on the
spectnun of Neumann Laplacians on (unbounded) horn8, while, on the other hand,
Rempel, Seco and Simon have analyzed the essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians
on some bounded singular domains of the type rooms and pa.ssages and combs. Ex
amples of this kind have been known at least since Courant and Hilbert in connection
with Rellich's embedding theorem. It turns out that, given any closed subset S of
the interval [0,00), we can construct a comb-like domain n with the property that the
Neumann Laplacian on n has precisely the set S a.s its essential spectrum.

The main step in the analysis consists in a decoupling along the intervals where
rooms and passages meet, by means of certain natural boundary conditions, which turn
out to be Neumann from the side of the rooms and Dirichlet from the side of the
p888ages (the Organ.pipe Lemma).

. Concerning ezterior problems related to rooIDS and passages, one ean obtain exis
tence and completeness of wave operators in situations where one of the operators lacks
loeal compactness properties (joint work with R. Weder).

References e
E. B. Davies, B. Simon: Spectral properties of the Neumann Laplacians of horns.

Duke Math. J., to appear.
R. Hempel, L. Seco, B. Simon: The essential spectrum of Neumann Laplacians on

some bounded singular domains. J. Funct. Anal., to appear.

A new parametrizatioD of the sphere and its applicatioDS

T. Herb (Bayreuth)

A new parametrization of the sphere is introduced, which consists of the central
projection of a half-equator onto a tangent line and the rotation of the rest of the sphere
into this half-equator.

7
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For an applieation, it is shown that the problem of finding an isometrie embedding
of a. twodimensional Pseudo-Riemannian manifold homeomorphie to the dise in a three
dimensional Pseudo-Riemannian spaee of eonstant eurvature is .equivalent to finding a.
homeomorphie solution with nonvanishing Jaeobian of the assoeiated Darboux system,
an elllptic system of Heinz-Lewy type. In order to find such solutions in the Rieman
nian case, one needs an a-priori estimate of the Diriehlet integral, which is gotten from
the Rellich equation for the above introdueed parametrization.

A second application are harmonie mappings from the ball into the sphere, where
tbe new parametrization allows to solve the Diriehlet problem with a restrietion to a
belt around the equator instead of a hemisphere.

Symplectic homology

H. Hofer (Bochum)

Let (M, w) be a symplectic maoifold. Abasie question is the following: Do there
exist monotonie invariants other than volume? To be more precise let us assume M
and N have the same dimension. Can we attach a nummer c(M) to M and the same
to N, which has tbe following properties.

(Al) c(M,w) > 0
(A2) c(B2(1) x Cn - 1) < 0
(A3) c(M,aw) = lalc(M,w)
(A4) M ~ N symplectically tben c(M,w):5 c(N,r)

It is interesting to note that (Al),(A3) and (A4) would be satisfied by M -+

(fMwn)t; with dimM = 2n. HoweverJ (A2) excludes all volume-related quantities.
Here B2 (1) X Cn - 1 earries tbe standard symplectic structure induced from en • A
"c" satisfying (Al-A4) is called a symplectic. capacity. Quantities satisfying the ahove
axioms exist and are surprisingly related to existence theory of periodie solutions of
Hamiltonian systems. One can show that periodie trajectories are a necessary ingredient
in a symplectic rigidity theory. Periodie solutioDS with prescribed period or energy
satisfy a variational principle and therefore can he expected to be related by algehraic
properties in view of Morse tbeory. However Morse theory is not applicable, at least
not in its standard form, due to tbe fact that tbe dimensions of stahle and unstable
manifolds of the vanational problem are infinite. Floer's vanational interpretation
of Gromov's pseudoholomorphic curve theory leads to tbe desired variational theory.
This variational tbeory is .ba.sed on the study of first order elliptic systems associated
to tbe spa.ce of connecting ·orbits hetween critical points. Merging the construction
of symplectic capa.cities with Floer's so called Instanton-bolllology (also called Floer
homology) one ia able to construct a huge family of functions depending on two real
and one integer parameter. These functions are interrelated by exact sequences and
have many useful propertiea. One calls them symplectic homology functors. Having
this theory one cau explain many known results from a unique point of view and
obtains some new results like Gromov's symplectic polydisc conjecture, new cases of the
Weinstein conjecture, and same highly interesting results on the topological properties
of spaces of symplectic embeddings.

8
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Regularity of parabolic systems. (0=2)

Oldrich John {Praha}

As it is known, the parabolic system

(1) 8:,' - Ej:l E:,,8=l DQ(A~!(t, x)D,8u i ) = 0, i = 1,···, m,

(2) E~j=l E:,,8=l Af!(t, x)e~e~ ~ '\leI2
,'\ > 0, A synunetric

of m equations in n spatial variables x = [Xl,···, Xn] with bounded measurable coeffi
cients in Q = (0, T) x !1, n c IRn bdd., can be constructed (for n ~ 3, m ~ 2) in a way
that it has singular (discontinuous) weak solution. There is an example that the weak
solution starts from smooth boundary data and becomes singular in some point of Q (J.
Stara.,O. John,J. Maly, COllllllent Math. Univ. earol, 27, 1986). The constructio~is
based on the fact that there is the elliptic system with bounded measurable coefficients •
having singular solutions. It is true if and only if n ~ 3.

So there was still an open problem, what can happen with the parabolic system if
n = 2. Is it regular? A partial answer gives the following

Theorem (V. Kondratjev, J. Stars, O. John). Let n = 2. Let the coefficients of
(1),(2) be of Loo(Q). Assume, further, that the coeflicients are Lipschitz continuous
in t, uniformly with respect to x in Q. Then each weak solution of (1),(2) is regular

_(locally Hölder continuous) in Q.

Symmetry, smoothness, and Doda! properties in global bifurcation analysis
of quasi-linear elliptic equatioDs

Hansjörg Kielhö!er (Augsburg)

We iDvestigate global bifurcation for a. qU88ilinear elliptic boundary value problem.
If the domain is symmetrie some eigenfunetions of the linearization about the trivial
solution have eertain symmetric noda! configurations. We prove that these Dodal con
figuratioDS persist also for the Donlinear problem along global brauches provided the
equation is equivariant with respect to their symmetry group. For a subclass of prob
lems we can show that these global branches are in fact smooth eurves in the appropriate
fixedpoint subspaces defined by their symmetry.

Apriori estimates and their application for t~e classical solvability ofbound- _
ary value problems for fully nonlinear elliptic equations -

Nicolai K utev (Karl8ruhe)

The best possible conditioDs for boundary gradient estimates for fuHy nonlinear
elliptic and parabolic equations

F[u] = F(x,u,Du, D2u) =°in n,
- Ut + F(t,x,u,Du,D2 u) =°in Q = n x (0, T)

in a bounded smooth domain n c IRn or a cylinder Q =n x (0, T) are proposed. The
important role of the geometry of the domain and the nonlinearity of the equations for
the general solvability of the Dirichlet problem is shown. Applications for the classical

9
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solvability of Monge-Ampere type equations, curvature type equations and others is
given, too. In case of one-dimensionaJ nonlinear parabolic equa~ions

Ut - Uz:z: = J(t, x, u, uz:) in (a, b) x (0,00)
u(a, t) = A, u(b, t) = B, A, B =const; u(x, 0) = 'if;(x)

88 a consequence of the existence and nonexistence results global solvability or finite
blow up of the sohltions is proved when the difference of the data B - A is sufficiently
large.

On the Wigner-Poisson-system

Hor8t Lange (Köln)

We consider the Cauchy problem for the Wigner-Poisson-equation

(WP) {
a,P + V . Vzp + e(v)p = 0

. Plt=o = PI

called sometimes the quantum transport equation; here e(V) stands for the Fourier
~ integral operator with symbol

i n n
-,;[V(x + 2'7, t) - V(x - 2'7, t)]

with ß V = -en, n(x, t) = fRa p(x, v, t)dv, e = ±l. By using the equivalence of (WP)
with a system of coupled Hartree type nonlinear Schrödinger equations

if)t,pn == -~L\,pn+ V(,p),pn

tPn{x, 0) = 'Pn(x)

(where ß V = -en, n(x, t) = L~ ~nltPn(x, t)12 ) we show global existence of (WP) in
an H2_setting for e = ±1 and asymptoticaJ decay of P, n, V, VV in various -DOrms 88

Itl -+ 00 for the repulsive case e = l.(jointly with R. lllner, P. Zweifel).

• Nonlinear initial value problems for elastic media with cubic symmetry

Rolf Leis (Bonn)

We start formulating some linear initial boundary value problems, indieate solution
methods and hint 8t problems from qualitative solution theory (asymptotic behaviour
for large t, scattering theory). We then briefiy remind of some results on the existence
of global smooth solutions of nonlinear equations with small data.

The third and main part of the lecture is concerned with the system of linear
equations of elasticity in 1R2 • We assume the medium to be anisotropie with eubie
symmetry. The Fresnel surfaces are classified and the different asymptotic behaviour
88 t --+ 00 of the solutions is described using stationary phase methods. These results
are applied to obtain global smooth solutions for nonlinear equations with initially
anisotropie eubic medium.
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Hilbert complexes

Matthias Lesch (Augsburg)

In this talk I give areport on a joint work with J. Brüning. Its purpose is to give
a framework for the investigation of elliptic complexes on non-compact manifolds. For

.such a complex of differential operators

o--. C~(Eo)~C~(El)~ •.. d.!!..=..lC[f(EN) --. 0

between vector bundles Ei on a Riemannian manifold M the concept of an ideal bound
arg condition plays an important role. An ideal boundary condition is just a choice of
closed extensions Di of di such that we obtain again a complex

An abstract complex of this type is called a Hilbert complex. Although this is a
very simple object, it refiects much of the structure known from elliptic complexes on
compact manifolds.

I discuss some aspects of these complexes, such as Fredhohnness, Poincare duality,
homotopy operators etc. For manifolds with cone-like singularities I state a uniqueness
result for ideal boundary conditions.

Fundamental solutions ror PDO's depeodiog·analytically 00 parameters

Frank Mantlik (Dortmund)

We consider a family }J>.(D) = EIQI~m ao(A)DO of constant coefficients PDO's,
where each aa depends analytically on a parameter Ain a complex manifold A. Assum-
ing P>.(D) is equally strong for each ,\ we prove the ~existenceof fundamental solutions
I>., P>.(D)f>. = Co in IR" (with optimal regularity properties), which also depend ana.
lytically on ,\ E A. This result answers a question of L. Hönnander. It has been shown
by F. Treves that the assumption of constant strength is necessary (and also sufficient
locally in A). Our method of proof also yields analytic solutions for the more general
equation P>.(D)f>. = 9>., where 9>' is a given analytic function with values in some
distribution space. As a principal tool we use a theorem of J. Leiterer on sheaves of _
Banach-valued analytic functions. _

Some remarks on large data problems for semilinear wave equations

Hartmut Pecher (Wuppertal)

We consider the following Cauchy problem

Utt - ßu = 9(U)
u(x,O) = cp(x),Ut(x,O) = tf;(x)

for (x, t) E !R3 XIR. Asswne that 9 E C2,O(IR), g(s) :5 const Vs E 1R,lg(s)1 $const as
8 --. -00.
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Under these assumptions this problem has a unique global classical solution for
any smooth data ep and t/J. If

{
o s < 0

g(8) = -lslP s; 0

where p > 2, the scattering operator in the sense of energy norms can be shown to exist
for any smooth data which decay sufficiently rapidly at infinity.

Small solutions to nonlinear hyperbolic and parabolic equations in da
mains with boundaries

Reinhard Racke (Kar18ru.he)

(1) Simple examples are presented for solutions of wave equations in bounded do
mains in IRR which always develop singularities in finite time - in contrast to the
corresponding situation in exterior domains.

(2) Global existence theorems for small, smooth solutions to equations of the following
type are given.

and
Utt - 8iaik(X)8ktJ + tJt = heu, tJe, Vu, VUh V 2u),

in unbounded domains with star-shaped complement.
(3) Results in one-dimensional nonlinear thermoelasticity are shortly mentioned.

·Existence of the global attractor for some strongly coupled reaction
diffusion systems

Reinkard Redlinger (Karlsruhe)

The model system (ai, bi,Ci, ei and a are positive constants)

for 0 < x < f, t > 0

(two competing species with triangular diffusion matrix, space dimension n = 1) under
homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions and with nonnegative initial data ia con
sidered. Existence of the global attractor for (*) in the space X = {(u, v) E W 1 ,P (0, I) :
n, v ~ O} for arbitrary 1 < p < 00 is proved. The result can be extended to higher (e.
g. Dirichlet boundary conditions), if the term b1U ia replaced by a functioD heu) with
the following properties: h 2: 0, and there ia an e > 0 such that W -+ 00 aB tJ -+ 00.

Semilinear elliptic eigenvalue problems in !RN

Wol/gang Roth'er (Bayreuth)

We present some existence results for the semilinear equation

and state some conditions for the functions q, r and the positive constants 0'1,0'2 such
that A= 0 is a. bifurcation point for equation (*).
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Sucessive bifurcations in the Conette-Taylor problem

Jürgen Scheurle (Hamburg)

The Conette-Taylor problem deals with the flow of an incompressible viscous fluid
between two coaxial rotating cylinders. Depending on the angular velocities of the
cylinders, one observes different flow patterns. Mathematically, transitions between
different flow patterns are described by instabilities and bifurcations of corresponding
solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations for this problem. We are going to discuss a
systematicmethod to analyze the occurence of whole sequences of such phenomena
when an extemal parameter ia varied, and present an example.

The weak Dirichlet problem in L9 for ß in exterior domains

C. G. Simader (Bayreuth) e
We give report on joint work with H. Sohr (Paderbom). Let G e IR" be an open set

with Ge IRn,G ':F1R",8G E Cl and 1 ~ q < 00. Then the usual Sobolev space H~,q(G)

ia defined a.s the closure of Co(G) with respect to the nonn IIcPlh,9 := (lIcPlI; +IIVcPlI;);.
If G is bounded an equivalent nonn ia defined by IIVcPllq. This holds no longer true for
unbounded dom8.ins. So we define more generally HJ(G) := {p : G -+ IRmeasurable,
P E Lq(GR) for all R > 0, Vp E (Lq(G))" and there exists a. sequence. (Pi) e Co(G)
such that IIp ~ Pi!lq,GR -+ 0 for each R > 0 and IIVp - VPill"G ~ O}. Here GR :=
G n BR where BR := {x e IR" : lxi < R}. Then HJ'9(G) is a Banach (q = 2:
Hilbert) space with respect to the norm IIV · Ilq and reflexive for 1 < q < 00. Beside
this spa.ce we consider H~tq(G) := {p : G ~ IR measurable, p e Lq(GR) for each
R > 0, Vp E (L9(G))n and for each Tl E COO(IR") holds (fJp) e H~,q(G)}. Again
H~,q{G) with nonn IIV . 119 is a Banach space. For G hounded H~,q(G) = iIJ,q(G) =
ii.l·q(G). If 0 E K ce !Rn and if G := !Rn \ f( ia a domain, we call G an exterior
domain. In this case holds iIJ,q(G) = H.l,q(G) for q 2:= n. Hut if 1 :5 q < n we choose
R > 0 such that K ce Bn and 'PR E COO{IR") with 0 :5 'PR ~ 1 and ct'R(X) = 0 for
lxi :5 1, ct'R{X) = 1 for lxi ~ 2. Then 'PR e :iI~,q{G) hut 'PR fI. hJ,9(G). Furthermore
iI~,q(G) = iIJ,9(G) ffi {a<'oR : 0 E IR}. The main result states that for G bounded
or an extenor domain, 8G e Cl, there exists for 1 < q < 00 a. constant Cq > 0 such

that IIVpllq ~ sup{< Vp, "cP >: <p e H.l,q' (G), 11 V4>1I q' :5 I} holds for all P E iI.l,q(G)
where q' = ~. Equivalent to this property is the representation theorem: For each

F* E (H~·9(~»~ there exists a unique p E H~·9(G) such that F*(t/» ==< 'V'p, 'V't/> > •
for all l/> E H.I,g (G) and Ci11lVpl!q ::; f1F*IJ;, ~ IIVpllq. If G is an exterior domain

(G c 1R",n 2:: 2) then there exiats 0 ':F h E n H.l,r(G) with 6.h = O. For
~<r<oo

n~l < q < n(=> n 2:: 3) holds iI~,q(G) = HJ,q(G) EB {ah : 0 e IR}. But for q 2:: n if

n 2:: 3 resp. q > n = 2 holds h e hJ'~(G).
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The existence of steady vortex rings in an ideal fluid

Michael Struwe (Zürich)

Theorem (Ambrosetti-Struwe) Let 9 be non-decreasing, 9 ~ 0 = g(O) <
limt_oo g(t) < 00, and continuous on ]0, 00[. Also let k ~ 0, W > 0 be given. Then
there is 8 solution 0 ~ u = u(r, z) = u(r, -z) of the problem

. {-ßu=r2g(r2
(U- W)_k)inR5

.

(P) 2 r-----
u(r,z) -- 0 as l(r,z)l-- 00, wberer = jx~ + oe. + X~,Z = X5.

U i~ non-increasing in Izi and A = supp(ßu) is non-empty and bounded.

Physically, A corresponds to the cross section (in a meridional plane) of a vortex
ring with ßux k and vorticity function g, trhvelling at speed W.

Plateau's problem

Friedrich Tomi (Heidelberg)

In this survey talk some recent developments in the theory of Plateau's problem
are discussed. The following topics are considered:
(I) A modem approach to the classical theory

(11) Incompressible minimal surfaces and barrier constructions
(111) Unstable minimal surfaces.

In (I) I describe the existence proof for area minimizing surfaces of prescribed genus
p > 1 spanning a. given Jordan curve in a Riemannian manifold using the description
of the moduli space of a. surface as the quotient of Riemannian metrics of curvature
-1 by the diffeomorphism group of the surface. This is based on work of Fisher
Tromba. In (11) I show how the concept of incompressible surfaces (i. e. sUrfaces
which .induce a. monomorphism of fundamental groups) can be exploited for existence
proofs to Plateau's problem. I illustrate this with several examples in R3 using suitable,
topologically non-trivial mean-convex barriers. In (111) finally I discuss various ways of
applying Morse and Ljusternik-Schnirelman theories to Plateau's problem and I briefly
describe same recent results by Struwe, Jost-Struwe, and Min-Yin.

A maximum principle ror elliptic systemse Wol/gang Walter (Kat13ruhe)

Let
m m

Lu = E aij(x)uZiZj + E bi(x)uzi

i,;=l i=l

be an elliptic operator and 0 < 0:1 :5 (ai;), lai, Ibl :5 K and -K :5 c = c(x).

Theorem A (Walter 1989) Assume that D C IRm satisfies a uniform interior
ball condition and

Lu +cu :5 0 in D,.u ~ 0 on r = 8D ,

and that a function h with

Lh +eh :5 0 in D, h > 0 in D
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exists. Then (i) u > 0 in D or (ii) u == 0 in D or (iii) u = -ah, a > O. In case (iii) u is'" "
an eigenfunction for tbe operator L + c.

Now eonsider an elliptie system where L = diag(L I ,··· ,Ln),u = (u},··· ,un)T,
c(x) = (Ci;) essentially positive, i. e. Ci; ~ 0 for i ~ j.

Theorem An H c(x) is essentia11y positive and irreducible tben Theorem A bolds
as it stands (inequalities intezpreted componentwise)

Special case LI = .·. = Ln = L·''\l =nrst eigenvalue of L* <p +,\<p = 0 in D, <p = 0
on r. Tben

n

L Ci;(X) :5 '\1 with ~ for one index i
;=1

implies u > 0 or u =O.

Large time asymptotics ror wave equations with periodic coefficients •

Peter Werner (Stuttgart)

We atudy tbe inital value problem

Effu - c2 [pl}z( !l}zu) - qu] =!e-iwt for (x, t) E IR x lR+ ,
P

u(x,O) = Otu(x, 0) = 0

for w > 0, f E Ccr(lR) and smooth p-periodie eoeffieients c > 0, P >·0, q ~ O. This
problem ia of interest, sinee spatial periodieity ean produce resonances, as this example
shows. In fact, u has a resonance of order t1if w2 belongs to the boundary of the band
spectrum of the self-adjoint extension A of the spatial operator Ao = c2 [pd( ~d) - qr
and if I ia orthogonal to the p-periodic or p-semiperiodic solutions of (Ao - w2 )V = 0
("standing waves") with respect to tbe weight (pc2)-1, while u(x, t) is bounded as
t -+ 00 for a.ll other choices of w and f. Similar results hold if. the co~ftleients are
perturbed by additional terms with compact support.

Global solutions to a class of strongly coupled parabolic systems

Michael Wiegner (Bayreuth)

We consider strongly eoupled parabolic systems of the type

•
together with initial boundary conditions. The flux-vectors i k are as~umed to be of the
structure

jl: = -a(x,t,u)Vul: + rl:(x,t,u) + cl:(x,t,u)VH(x,t,u)

with matrices a, cl: and some funetion H behaving like lu12 • In biologieal systems H
can serve aB a model for environmental infiuences produeed by the species themselves,
whieh may in turn react differently according to the CI:. We prove a-priori estimates in
Ca,f (nT)N, thereby getting the existence of global elassical solutions, using results of
H. Amann.

Berichterstatter: M. Lesch
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